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Overview 
Chronicle the start of an environmental consultancy incorporating the skills and tools learned at Duke. 
The Capstone will review commonly used sustainability tools, reporting structures, and certifications 
which are prevalent in the market today. It will then will glean out useful feedback for today’s 
sustainability professional. An equal focus will be applied to the three pillars of sustainability; equity, 
economics, and the environment. The outcomes of the potential deliverables for clients will have ready 
to apply narratives, primed for cause marketing or brand storytelling. 

Goals 

1. Create a flexible process for any business to direct their sustainability inclinations into 
programmable action items 

2. Incorporate equity as prevalently as economics and the environment in sustainability 
programming 

3. Share a market understanding of the sustainability tools available 

4. Develop a long-range strategy which transcends short term certifications and reporting.  

 

The Capstone  

The Capstone process is different from the Master’s Project in the way that it has a leadership focus and 
broadens the approach from an academic narrative to a final offering that may be in a different format 
but yet supports the goal of the thesis. In my case, my offerings are an assortment of sustainability 
articles, a business website and a sustainability process outlined here.  

The Process 
In regards to sustainability, just about all mature brands are active in supporting this goal to some 
degree. Yahoo Finance, a stock information database and news center now has a sustainability tab for 
every stock they track. This goes to show how the market is incorporating sustainability in business 
transactions. Creating a brand that is sympathetic to climate change and environmental issues is 
beneficial because it creates more value with the consumer. Great examples of this are Patagonia’s 
success over other outdoor retailers. Yvon Chounard, the founder of Patagonia, was a visionary as he 
created a brand that supported less waste, more reuse and was health conscience of both the end user 
and factory worker who made the garment. These tenets of his company are now the pillars of the 
brand. In other sectors, Harvard University is a leader in sustainability with over 100 LEED projects on 
campus and their commitment to a carbon neutral plan that has other universities taking note. And the 
third company to note is Tesla, an out-of-nowhere auto giant which is challenging the status quo when it 
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comes to electric vehicles. Their engineering marvels paired with their commitment to sustainability is 
transforming the transportation sector.  

I have researched a number of companies as well as the tools that they use and have created a four-step 
process for any business to become a sustainability leader in their own space.  

 

Major tools in the space 

 

The four-part strategy composes separate tactics that a company can execute to create a successful long 
term sustainability campaign. The four tactics are listed below:  

 

United Nations Sustainable Development Goals 
The United Nations set out with the Millennium Development Goals which later morphed into the 
Sustainable Development Goals which we see today. The 19 goals span all aspects of development and 
sustainability. Their metrics connect large and small businesses with individuals. The goals and their 
implications support alignment between multinational operations, municipalities in a global context. No 
other system is able to connect global sustainability issues and coordinate action as effectively as this 
system. This is why this simple system is first on my list of four tactics in the recommended sustainability 
strategy.  

 

Carbon Reporting 

Carbon dioxide is the principal greenhouse gas contributing to climate change. Manufacturing, 
transportation, and operations all have connections to this emission. Being able to benchmark carbon 
and note progress whether your denominator is clients, product, square footage or whatever, 
measuring carbon is key to progressing and monitoring any environmental decarbonization strategy.  

Reporting is not that hard. Calculating energy usage in operations, transportation and in supply chains 
and using carbon calculators will give a quick outline as to where your business stands and potential 
areas of concern.  

 

Choosing the Right Tools 
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LEED, GRI, SASB, GRESB, CDP and a slew of other tools are available to certify, report and acknowledge 
excellence in the space and are used to compare outcome against previous performance and the 
market. These tools are great for communicating action to stakeholders, clients and the market at large. 
I do urge businesses to seek a strategy greater than the pursuit of positive certification and reporting 
outcomes.  

Depending on your industry there will be tools which align with your market and stakeholders. Here are 
some general tools which are advancing quickly and are ones to keep an eye on.  

 

I. GRI, Global Reporting Index 
The GRI is a reporting tool which creates metrics associated with a variety of inputs which can 
both tracking progress over the years and compare the sustainability standing of one company 
against another.  

II. LEED, Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design 
LEED is a framework for building design and operation which supports water efficiency, energy 
efficiency as well as location and transportation impacts. The sustainability system is a 
clearinghouse of design and sustainability processes which in use can influence a project to 
strive to minimize Scope I, II, and III emissions goals.  

III. SASB, Sustainability Accounting Standards Board 
SASB focuses on materiality and prioritizes the topics of disclosure and standardizes the form of 
disclosure. SASB is a popular tool in the ESG space to measure outcomes for investor review.  

IV. GRESB, Global Real Estate Sustainability Benchmark 
GRESB is a tool which is the ESG standard for real estate. The standard also compares real estate 
companies among their competitive cohort to create a competition among the companies to 
strive for better each year.  

V. CDP, Carbon Disclosure Project 
CDP is a disclosure system for investors, companies, and other organizations which strive to 
manage their environmental impacts and share their footprint with their communities.  

 

Community Engagement 

 

 All too often, businesses operate within their bubble. Doing well on their ESG targets seems to 
provide some satisfaction that they are a force of good in their community. Communities may feel 
differently since their interaction with the ESG indicators may be indirect or unimpactful with the issues 
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they face. Creating engagement opportunities where business leaders can connect with community 
leaders is essential to tieing together the fabric of the community. Non-profit leaders, community 
development organizations, schools, local goverment, and some options of where these local leaders 
can be found. Through charettes of what each party can do and values, programs can be developed to 
support mutual goals and promote goodwill among the parties.  

 

 

 

Conclusion 

 

There are many tools on the market and companies are quickly jumping on to use them to platform 
their position as a progressive company which is working to lower their materiality risk in regards to 
their client/consumer’s values associated with the environment and equity. Many of these tools are new 
and do not have a long track record yes have established some industry hype. Established tools like LEED 
and GRI are not seeing the uptake that they once saw when they were new to the market but continue 
to be used. Other sustainability programs like Green Globes or Energy Star Certification are in heavy 
decline and are tracked to be obsolete in a few years. In the rapid nature of quarterly reporting and 
annual reports, the cache of a reporting system is easy to latch on to for these short term goals. Yet, the 
leaders in the space, Harvard, Tesla, Patagonia to name three, are rising beyond a system or a tool and 
have goals which transcend the short term. Their goals for net-positive energy, environment, and health 
are guiding practice. Two of the three companies have women leaders at the helm, a message of gender 
equality echoing down the ranks. Their diversity and inclusion programs are industry leading and 
promote talent to flourish on the basis of access and potential rather than status quo and stereotypes. 
These companies have instilled their values in their DNA, and in doing so, their customers wear their 
brand proudly.  

Sustainability tools help. GRI, SASB, LEED, and others play an important role in measuring milestones 
and progress. Yet a company’s strategy should not be limited to reporting and certification, it should 
target outcomes greater.  

Authenticity is key. The utility of materiality keeps a connection with both internal and external 
stakeholders in regards to what they think is important and the actions of a company. The outcomes of 
this process calculate financial risk and employ action around programs which support sustainability. 
Yet, the additional work of storytelling, marketing, brand development and relationships with the 
community is paramount. A sole focus on investor-related polling will successfully compete ESG 
reporting but may not be as valuable to the communities where the businesses are housed or operate. 
Creating relationships with the local non-profits, community development organization and 
governments is highly valuable to continue advancing a genuine approach to equity programs in the 
community.  
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